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Item:280493399003 

Listed in category: Vehicle Parts & Accessories > Classic Car Parts > Triumph

 

Semiconductor Voltage Stabilizer- TR4 TR5

TR6 Dolomite

kumi1969 ( 1151 )  

Item condition: New

Time left: 8d 11h (24 Apr, 2010 23:30:38 BST)

Price: £9.99

Postage and packaging

Item location: Newcastle upon Tyne, Tyne and Wear, United Kingdom

 

Postage and packaging To Service Estimated delivery*

£1.50 United Kingdom Royal Mail 1st Class Standard 4-5 business days
after seller receives cleared payment

*The estimated delivery time is based on the seller's dispatch time, the postal service selected, and when the seller receives
cleared payment. Sellers are not responsible for shipping service transit times. Transit times may vary, particularly during

peak periods.

Domestic dispatch time

Will usually dispatch within 3 working days of receiving cleared payment.

Return policy

Products can be returned within 30 days of purchase where a refund or replacement will be provided.

If you have any problems please contact us first before returning the item.

Payment details

Payment method Preferred/Accepted

PayPal Preferred

Personal cheque Accepted

Seller's payment instructions

Payment must be received within 5 working days after auction. If paying by cheque, funds must clear before I

dispatch item.

Item specifics - Car Parts & Accessories

Type: -- Intended Use: --

Subtype: -- Condition: New

Manufacturer: -- Model/ Series: --

Shop with confidence. Learn more

Dispatches to: N. and S. America, Europe, Asia, Australia
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Seller's description

Semiconductor Voltage Stabilizer For Classic Cars

The CCVS1 classic car voltage stabilizer is designed to  replace both two  and three terminal

bi-metalic  contact breaker voltage stabilizers used on a large number of  classic British cars

manufactured in the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s.

 
It uses the latest semiconductor technology to provide your vehicle with a stable 10v supply for

accurate gauge readings.

 

A vehicles supply voltage varies considerably depending the state of charge of the battery, the

engine speed and the loads, such as any lamps and motors,  that  are operating.  The Fuel,

Temperature and Oil gauges all work by measuring a voltage put out by a sender that responds

to fuel level, water temperature or oil pressure respectively. Hence, any variation in the supply

voltage will cause changes in the readings of the gauges.

 
By replacing this device with the classic car voltage stabilizer a stable 10v will be supplied to
your gauges  whatever your  vehicles  supply  voltage.  With the additional benefits  of  thermal

overload protection and short circuit protection to prevent damage to your guages.

 
The device will work with the majority of classic cars: MG (including: MGB, Midget), Triumph

(including: Spitfire, GT6, TR4/5/6, Stag, Dolomite), Jaguar, Lotus, Rolls Royce, Daimler,

Austin, Morris, Ford (Cortina, Escort, Capri, Anglia) or any other classic car that has a 12V

negative earth electrical system.

It connects directly to  the original wiring of  many cars including MGB/C, Midget, Spitfire and

many more. Adaptor leads are provided for other applications.

  
The CCVS1 stabilizer is designed for 12v NEGATIVE EARTH vehicles.

 
We also manufacture stabilizers for 12v positive earth vehicles (CCVS2) and can manufacture to

your requirements.

 
The stabilizer comes in a robust moisture proof enclosure complete  with adaptor leads and

comprehensive installation instructions.

** Please note auction is for one stabilizer not two as shown in the picture **

Technical Data

Input Voltage: 11.5 to 35.0 Volts

Output Voltage: 10 Volts +/-5%

Line regulation: 10 mV (typical)

Load Regulation: 12 mV (typical)

Operating temperature: 0 to  125 degC

Storage temperature:  -65 to 150 degC

Dimensions: 30mm x 20mm x 15mm.
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The CCVS1 employs internal current limiting, thermal shut down and safe operating
area protection.

Moisture proof enclosure.

 

Some recent feedback regarding the Stabilizer:

Excellently made item at a stunning price, Who needs more !

Fantastic piece of kit. Worked very well with Smiths gauges on my Scimitar SE5a

Excellent. Goods arrived as described with great instructions. Recommended A++++

Superfast smooth transaction. Excellent communications. 1st class seller.

Item recieved quickly with full instructions and works. Many thanks
Excellent goods and service! many thanks!

Superb quality item. Fast, smooth transaction. Recommended seller. A++++++++

Brilliant. Good product, low price, quick delivery. Couldn't ask for more.

Good response and fast turn around time - would re use...

Well packaged & received promptly. Many Thanks

Excellent product, arrived very speedily - Mk1 GT6 here we come.

Good communication and FAST delivery. Superb service.

Ultra-fast dispatch of item. Many thanks. Would recommend this Ebayer.
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Shop with confidence.  Learn more
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